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Abstract
An adversarial bandit problem with memory con-
straints is studied where only the statistics of a
subset of arms can be stored. A hierarchical learn-
ing policy that requires only a sublinear order of
memory space in terms of the number of arms is
developed. Its sublinear regret orders with respect
to the time horizon are established for both weak
regret and shifting regret. This work appears to be
the first on memory-constrained bandit problems
under the adversarial setting.
1. Introduction
First posed in (Thompson, 1933) for the application of clini-
cal trials, multi-armed bandits (MAB) have been enjoying
lasting popularity as fundamental models for online learning
and have been applied to diverse domains. In a bandit model,
potential actions with unknown payoffs are abstracted as
arms of a slot machine. The objective of the player is to
choose sequentially which arm to play based on past re-
ward observations, with the hope of improved performance
over time. The essence of the problem is in the tradeoff
between exploration—to gather information from less ex-
plored arms—and exploitation—to maximize the instanta-
neous reward by favoring arms with better reward history.
The commonly adopted performance measure of an arm
selection policy is regret, defined as the cumulative reward
loss against a properly defined benchmark policy with hind-
sight vision and/or certain clairvoyant knowledge about the
problem. A policy is said to achieve no-regret learning if,
for every sequence of rewards generated from a specific
reward model, the cumulative regret has a sublinear growth
rate with T . In other words, the policy offers, asymptoti-
cally as T → ∞, the same average reward as the specific
benchmark adopted in the corresponding regret measure.
Depending on the generative model of arm rewards, bandit
problems can be categorized into the stochastic and the
adversarial settings. In the former, rewards from successive
plays of an arm obey a given, albeit unknown, stochastic
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model. In the latter, rewards are assigned by an adversary.
Earlier studies on MAB focused on the stochastic setting.
The canonical model assumes that rewards from each arm
are drawn i.i.d. from a fixed distribution. In this case, the
benchmark policy in the regret definition is to play the arm
with the greatest mean reward throughout the time horizon.
Representative studies include (Lai & Robbins, 1985; Auer
et al., 2002a; Garivier & Cappe´, 2011; Vakili et al., 2013).
The adversarial bandit problem, first studied in (Auer et al.,
2002b), was motivated by the problem of learning in re-
peated unknown games. In the game setting, the reward of
playing an action (arm) is jointly determined by the payoff
function of the game and the actions taken by all opponents,
which can be aggregated as an adversary from the view of
a single player (Cesa-Bianchi & Lugosi, 2006). Connec-
tions between no-regret learning at every player and certain
system-level objectives (e.g., convergence to equilibria of
the game) have been revealed (Young, 2004; Lykouris et al.,
2016; Duvocelle et al., 2018). Various benchmark policies
have been considered, leading to different regret notions.
Corresponding to the external regret in the game setting,
weak regret was proposed in (Auer et al., 2002b), which
is defined against the best fixed arm with the greatest cu-
mulative reward in hindsight. A stronger regret notion is
the shifting regret, which is defined against a sequence of
actions with a hardness constraint on the number of action
changes. A number of learning algorithms have been de-
veloped to achieve no-regret learning under different regret
notions (Auer et al., 2002b; Audibert & Bubeck, 2009). A
key technique in the algorithm design against an adversary
is randomization. It has been shown that for every deter-
ministic policy, there always exists a reward sequence that
inflicts a linear regret order in T (Bubeck et al., 2012).
1.1. Main Results
In the canonical bandit models under both stochastic and
adversarial settings, the focal point has been on the learning
efficiency over time, i.e., the regret order in T . The memory
complexity of the learning policies, however, lacks attention.
Existing policies require a memory space linear in K to
store certain statistics of every arm, which is infeasible in
applications involving a massive number of arms but limited
memory. In the problem of memory-constrained MAB, a
policy is only allowed M words of memory space (which
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has a sublinear growth rate with K) for storing input values
and necessary variables. Therefore, a policy with memory
sizeM can only store the statistics of at mostM arms at any
given time. The set of arms whose statistics are stored in
the memory is called the arm memory. Once an arm outside
the arm memory is played, its reward information can only
be stored by replacing one of the existing arms in the arm
memory at the cost of loosing the reward information of the
latter. As a result, the memory constraint introduces another
level of the decision problem in addition to arm selection,
that is, deciding which arm to store in the arm memory.
In this paper, we study the memory-constrained MAB prob-
lem under the adversarial reward model. To the best of
our knowledge, the problem has not been studied in the
literature. In addressing the issue of memory constraints
and solving the induced two-level decision problem, we
propose a general hierarchical learning structure—HLMC
(Hierarchical Learning with Memory Constraints)—based
on partitions of the arm set into groups and the time horizon
into epochs. HLMC consists of a group-level selection strat-
egy across epochs (to decide which group of arms to store
in the arm memory within every epoch) and an arm-level se-
lection strategy over the selected group within every epoch
(to decide which arm to play at every time step).
Specifically, at the beginning of every epoch, an arm group
is selected according to the group-level selection strategy.
By treating each group as a super arm and each epoch a
super time step, we reduce the group selection problem to a
standard adversarial bandit problem. The reward of playing
a super arm at a super time step is defined as the average
per-time reward obtained from the corresponding group
within the corresponding epoch. Once a group is selected,
only arms within the group are stored in the arm memory
and are played according to the arm-level strategy until the
end of the epoch. The HLMC policy provides a general
learning architecture for memory-constrained adversarial
bandits, which is independent of the specific selection rule
adopted at both group and arm levels. Different arm selec-
tion techniques developed for classic adversarial bandits can
be incorporated as subroutines into the architecture.
We provide performance analysis of the HLMC policy in
terms of its memory complexity and regret performance.
The memory required by the HLMC consists of two parts:
one for storing group statistics that are used by the group-
level selection strategy, the other for arm statistics within the
selected group for arm selection. We show that the minimum
memory size required by the HLMC policy is Ω(
√
K). In
terms of regret performance, we show that no-regret learning
is achieved by HLMC under both weak regret and shifting
regret if appropriate learning strategies are applied as sub-
routines. Specifically, if we adopt EXP3 (Auer et al., 2002b;
Bubeck et al., 2012) at both group and arm levels, the weak
regret of the HLMC policy is in the order of O(T
3
4K
1
4 ) up
to a logarithmic factor. To minimize a stronger notion of
regret, i.e., shifting regret, we further adopt EXP3.S, a vari-
ant of EXP3 that relies more on recent observations (Auer
et al., 2002b), at the group level. The arm-level policy is
restarted at the beginning of every epoch, which automat-
ically eliminates the effect of past experience. We show
that if the hardness of the benchmark action sequence in the
regret definition is upper bounded by V , the shifting regret
of the HLMC policy is in the order of O(T
3
4V
1
4K
1
4 ) up
to a logarithmic factor. If V = o(T ), no-regret learning is
achieved under shifting regret.
1.2. Related Work
The issue of limited memory in MAB was first considered
in (Robbins, 1956) where a two-armed bandit problem with
Bernoulli rewards was studied. A memory constraint that
is temporal across time steps was assumed: a policy can
only make decisions based on the reward outcomes of the m
most recent plays. It was later shown in (Cover, 1968) that
there exsits a policy with m = 2 that achieves an asymp-
totically optimal average reward in the two-armed bandit
instance. The decision process with memory constraints
was further modeled as a finite-state machine in (Cover &
Hellman, 1970), where the past reward history was aggre-
gated as a finite-valued statistic. The objective considered
in these studies was the asymptotic convergence of the em-
pirical average reward. Analysis on the convergence rate
or the regret order, however, was lacking. The objective of
minimizing regret was considered in (Lu & Lu, 2011) under
the adversarial setting with full-information feedback (i.e.,
the rewards of all arms that the player could have played are
revealed after every time step). A learning algorithm with
O(mK) states (each arm statistic can take O(m) values)
was developed. It was shown that if m = O(
√
T ), the algo-
rithm achieves an optimal regret order up to a logarithmic
factor. However, the proposed learning algorithm needs to
store a statistic of every arm and the total number of states is
exponential in K. Therefore, the algorithm is inapplicable
in cases with a massive number of arms.
The memory constraint considered in this paper is spatial
across actions. The most relavent studies are (Liau et al.,
2018; Chaudhuri & Kalyanakrishnan, 2019) where the mem-
ory complexity with respect to K was considered under the
stochastic bandit model. Two policies adopting best-arm
identification techniques (Bubeck et al., 2009) in deciding
which arm to store in the arm memory were developed.
Specifically, both policies partition arms into groups (the
group size depends on the memory constraint) and time
horizon into epochs. Within every epoch, a new group of
arms are selected in a round-robin fashion and are stored in
the arm memory along with the predicted best arm that has
been played so far. The prediction of the best arm is itera-
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tively refined according to a best-arm identification strategy
at the end of every epoch after exploring the new arm group.
The statistics of sub-optimal arms are eliminated from the
memory. The difference between the two policies is that, the
one in (Liau et al., 2018) is based on an explore-then-exploit
structure while the other in (Chaudhuri & Kalyanakrishnan,
2019) conducts exploration and exploitation simultaneously
by a UCB policy during every epoch. Sublinear regret orders
were established for both policies in the stochastic setting.
In the adversarial setting, however, the above mentioned
policies for stochastic bandits are no longer applicable due
to the inconsistency between the comparison of arms within
a time period and their true rankings over the entire time
horizon. Specifically, induced by the memory constraint,
only a subset of arms can be played and compared during a
period of time. In the stochastic setting with fixed reward
distributions, the partial views on arm rewards within a time
period are consistent with the ground truth. Hence, arm
eliminations from the memory with sufficiently high proba-
bilities can be carried out without inflicting a large regret.
In the adversarial setting, however, the partial views and the
ground truth over the entire time horizon are inconsistent.
Therefore, all arms need to remain in the contention until
the end of the horizon. Moreover, the policies developed in
the stochastic setting are deterministic, and thus suffer linear
regret orders in T against adversaries (we verify the claim
numerically in Sec. 5). New learning policies are needed
for the memory-constrained adversarial bandit problem.
2. Problem Formulation
We consider an adversarial bandit problem with a finite
arm set A = {1, 2, ...,K}. At each time t = 1, 2, ..., T , a
player chooses one arm to play. The reward ri,t ∈ [0, 1] of
playing an arm i at time t is assigned by an adversary. We
assume that the adversary is oblivious, i.e., the assignment
of the reward at time t is independent of the player’s past
actions. Equivalently, an oblivious adversary determines
the sequence of reward vectors ((r1,t, ..., rK,t))Tt=1 ahead
of time. We assume that the player can only observe the
reward of the selected arm at each time.
The objective of the player is an online learning policy pi
that specifies a sequential arm selection rule at each time t
based on the observation history. We assume that the policy
can only use M (M = o(K) as K →∞) words of memory
space to store input values and necessary parameters. Note
that each of the variables used by the policy takes O(1)
word space and thus, a policy with memory size M can only
store the statistics of at most M arms at any given time.
The performance of policy pi is measure by regret, which is
defined as the expected reward loss against the best bench-
mark action sequence aT = (a1, ..., aT ) with the greatest
cumulative reward, i.e.,
Rpi(T ) = max
aT∈AT
T∑
t=1
rat,t − Epi
[
T∑
t=1
rpit,t
]
, (1)
where pit is the arm selected by policy pi at time t. The
expectation is taken over the possible randomness of the
arm selection policy pi. When there is no ambiguity, the
notation is simplified to R(T ). A policy pi is said to
achieve no-regret learning if for every sequence of rewards
((r1,t, ..., rK,t))
T
t=1, the regret R(T ) = o(T ), as T →∞.
It is not difficult to see that achieving no-regret learning is
impossible if the benchmark sequence is chosen arbitrarily
(Auer et al., 2002b). Therefore, certain restrictions on the
benchmark sequence is necessary to make the problem fea-
sible. In this paper, we consider two types of regret notions
with different restrictions on the benchmark sequence. The
first regret notion is the so-called weak regret where the
benchmark sequence consists of a single arm, i.e.,
Rw(T ) = max
i∈A
T∑
t=1
ri,t − Epi
[
T∑
t=1
rpit,t
]
. (2)
A stronger regret notion is the so-called shifting regret where
the benchmark sequence is constrained by its hardness.
Specifically, the hardness of a sequence aT = (a1, ..., aT )
measures the total number of action changes over time, i.e.,
H(aT ) , 1 +
T−1∑
t=1
I(at 6= at+1), (3)
where I(·) is the indicator function. The shifting regret with
a hardness constraint V is defined as
Rs(T, V ) = max
aT :H(aT )≤V
T∑
t=1
rat,t − Epi
[
T∑
t=1
rpit,t
]
. (4)
It is clear that the shifting regret is a stronger notion than
the weak regret: no-regret learning under the former implies
no-regret learning under the latter, but not vice versa.
3. Hierarchical Learning with Memory
Constraints
In this section, we propose a general learning structure:
HLMC (Hierarchical Learning with Memory Constraints)
for the memory-constrained adversarial bandit problem. To
address the issue that only the statistics of a subset of arms
can be stored in the memory at any given time, the HLMC
policy partitions the arm set into groups and the time horizon
into epochs. At the beginning of every epoch, an arm group
is selected and only the statistics of the selected arms will be
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Figure 1. Hierarchical Learning with Memory Constraints.
stored in the memory until the end of the epoch. The HLMC
policy consists of two selection strategies at both group and
arm levels to address the two-level decision problem on
storing arm statistics and playing arms respectively.
Specifically, the setA of arms is partitioned into equal-sized
groups {A`}L`=1 where
A` = {1 +N(`− 1), ...,min(N`,K)}, (5)
N = bM+
√
M2−4K
2 c is the group size (note that the number
of arms in the last group may be smaller than N ), and
L = dKN e is the number of groups. The time horizon is
partitioned into equal-length epochs {Ts}Ss=1 where
Ts = [1 + ∆(s− 1),min(∆S, T )], (6)
∆ ∈ N+ is the epoch length to be determined later, and
S = d T∆e is the number of epochs. Note that the length of
the S-th epoch may be smaller than ∆.
By treating each arm group A` as a “super arm” ` and
each epoch Ts a “super time-step” s, we reduce the group
selection problem to a classic adversarial bandit problem.
The reward of playing a “super arm” `s at a “super time-
step” s is defined as the average per-time reward from the
corresponding arm group A`s during the corresponding
epoch Ts, i.e.,
y`s,s =
1
|Ts|
∑
t∈Ts
rit,t, (7)
where it ∈ A`s is the arm selected at time t.
The first-level decision problem on deciding which arm to
store in the arm memory is then addressed by solving the ad-
versarial bandit problem constructed by the reduction. Once
an arm group is selected and stored in the arm memory, the
second-level decision problem on playing arms is addressed
by conducting a learning algorithm for classic adversarial
bandits as a subroutine on the selected arm group during
every epoch. The HLMC learning structure is illustrated in
Fig. 1 and details are summarized in Algorithm 1.
It should be noted that at both group and arm levels in the
HLMC learning policy, any adversarial bandit algorithm
Algorithm 1 HLMC (Hierarchical Learning with Memory
Constraints)
Input: M the memory size, T the time length, A the set
of K arms, and ∆ > 0 the epoch length.
ifM ≥ K then
Run a classic adversarial bandit algorithm on A.
else
Obtain arm group partition {A`}L`=1 according to (5).
Obtain epoch partition {Ts}Ss=1 according to (6).
Initialize and store the statistics of every arm group.
for s = 1, 2, ..., S do
Select arm group `s according to the group-level
selection strategy.
Initialize and store the statistics of every arm in A`s .
Initialize z`s,s = 0.
for t ∈ Ts do
Play arm it according to the arm-level selection
strategy and receive reward rit,t.
Update arm statistics in the memory.
Update z`s,s = z`s,s + rit,t.
end for
Compute the average reward of selecting group `s:
y`s,s =
z`s,s
|Ts| .
Update all group statistics in the memory.
end for
end if
that achieves no-regret learning can be incorporated as a
subroutine to guarantee a sublinear regret order in T . In
the next section, we discuss applying two different learning
algorithms for classic adversarial bandits to minimize two
notions of regret.
4. Memory Complexity and Regret
Performance
In this section, we analyze the memory complexity and
regret performance of the proposed HLMC learning policy.
We first note that in HLMC, the group-level strategy re-
quires L words of memory to store certain statistics of every
group. Once a groups is selected, the statistics of all arms
within the selected group should also be stored, which re-
quire N additional words of memory. Therefore, the total
memory size required by the HLMC policy is N + L. As
long as M ≥ 2√K, the group partition in (5) is legitimate
and it is not difficult to check that N + L ≤M . Therefore,
the minimum memory space required by the HLMC policy
is in the order of Ω(
√
K).
In terms of the regret performance, it should be noted that
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the regret order achieved by HLMC depends on the specific
learning algorithms adopted as subroutines at both group
and arm levels. In the following two subsections, we discuss
minimizing weak regret and shifting regret respectively by
adopting different learning algorithms.
4.1. Weak Regret Minimization
We first consider minimizing weak regret though applying
the EXP3 algorithm at both group and arm levels in the
HLMC policy. The EXP3 algorithm was first proposed in
(Auer et al., 2002b) and later improved in (Cesa-Bianchi
et al., 2005; Bubeck et al., 2012). At every time t, the
EXP3 algorithm randomly selects an action it according to a
distribution (pi,t)i∈A. The probability pi,t is proportional to
a weightwi,t exponential in the estimated cumulative reward
from arm i up to time t, i.e., wi,t =
∏t
τ=1 exp(γrˆi,τ ),
where γ > 0 is the learning rate and rˆi,τ is an unbiased
estimator of ri,t with respect to the random choice of it.
The EXP3 algorithm guarantees a sublinear regret order in
the time length if γ is selected appropriately. The details of
the EXP3 algorithm are summarized in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2 EXP3 (Bubeck et al., 2012)
Input: A the arm set and γ ∈ (0, 1).
Initialize wi,1 = 1,∀i ∈ A.
for t = 1, 2, ..., T do
Let
pi(t) =
wi,t∑
j∈A wj,t
, ∀i ∈ A.
Draw arm it according to the probabilities (pi,t)i∈A.
Receive reward rit,t.
Let rˆi,t =
ri,t
pi,t
I(it = i) and update
wi,t+1 = wi(t) exp (γrˆi,t) , ∀i ∈ A
end for
We show in the following theorem that adopting EXP3 at
both group and arm levels in HLMC (with learning rates γ1
and γ2 respectively) guarantees a sublinear regret order in T
under the notion of weak regret.
Theorem 1. For any T,K, and M , if M ≥ 2√K and
∆ =
√
TN lnN
L lnL (where N,L is defined in the algorithm),
adopting EXP3 at both group and arm levels with learning
rates γ1 =
√
lnL
LS and γ2 =
√
2 lnN
N∆ guarantees that, for
every assignment of the reward sequence, the weak regret of
HLMC is upper bounded as follows:
Rw(T ) ≤ CwT 34K 14 (lnK) 12 , (8)
where Cw is a constant independent of T,K, and M .
To obtain the upper bound in Theorem 1, we decompose
the weak regret into two parts by introducing an intermedi-
ate term C ′max as follows: for every fixed reward sequence,
let imax be the best arm with the greatest cumulative reward
over the entire time horizon and A`max the arm group to
which imax belongs. We define C ′max as the expected cumu-
lative reward obtained by running the arm-level EXP3 algo-
rithm with learning rate γ2 on A`max during all epochs, i.e.,
C ′max =
S∑
s=1
EArm-EXP3(A`max )
[∑
t∈Ts
rit,t
]
. (9)
Then the weak regret of HLMC is decomposed as:
Rw(T ) = (C
′
max − CHLMC)︸ ︷︷ ︸
R1(T )
+ (Cmax − C ′max)︸ ︷︷ ︸
R2(T )
,
(10)
where
CHLMC = EHLMC
[
T∑
t=1
rit,t
]
,
Cmax =
T∑
t=1
rimax,t.
(11)
Note that in the decomposition, R1(T ) corresponds to the
group-level reward loss due to not selecting A`max at every
epoch, and R2(T ) corresponds to the arm-level reward loss
due to playing suboptimal arms in A`max assuming that
group A`max is selected at all epochs.
We first upper bound the group-level reward loss R1(T ).
Noticing that the arm selection process during every epoch
is independent of the group and arm selection history in the
past, we can thus rewrite the expected reward of the HLMC
policy as follows:
EHLMC
[
T∑
t=1
rit,t
]
=EGroup-EXP3
[
S∑
s=1
EArm-EXP3(A`s )
[∑
t∈Ts
rit,t
]]
,
(12)
where A`s is the group selected by the group-level EXP3
algorithm at epoch s. To ease the analysis, we assume with-
out losing generality that all epochs have an equal length ∆.
We further define
x`,s = EArm-EXP3(A`)
[∑
t∈Ts
rit,t
]
. (13)
It is not difficult to see that
R1(T ) = ∆
(
S∑
s=1
x`max,s − EGroup-EXP3
[
S∑
s=1
x`s,s
])
.
(14)
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It is then clear that upper bounding R1(T ) is equivalent
to upper bounding the weak regret of applying the group-
level EXP3 algorithm to the adversarial bandit problem
constructed by the reduction in Sec. 3. Specifically, the
reward of selecting a groupA` at epoch Ts is defined as y`,s
according to (7) where it is randomly selected by the arm-
level EXP3 algorithm. Therefore, y`,s is a random reward
with mean x`,s. The group selection problem is reduced
to a classic adversarial bandit problem with noisy obser-
vations. It should be noted that after fixing an assignment
of the reward sequence ((r1,t, ..., rK,t))Tt=1, the expected
reward x`,s is fixed. Meanwhile, the realization of y`,s is in-
dependent across `, s and is independent of the arm (group)
selection history up to epoch s. We obtain the following
result on applying the group-level EXP3 algorithm to the
constructed adversarial bandit problem.
Lemma 1. By choosing γ1 =
√
lnL
SL , the group-level EXP3
algorithm guarantees that, for every assignment of the re-
ward sequence ((r1,t, ..., rK,t))Tt=1,
max
1≤`≤L
S∑
s=1
x`,s − EGroup-EXP3
[
S∑
s=1
x`s,s
]
≤ 2
√
SL lnL,
(15)
where `s is the arm group selected by the group-level EXP3
algorithm at epoch s.
Proof. See appendix.
For the arm-level reward loss R2(T ), we notice that
R2(T ) =
S∑
s=1
(∑
t∈Ts
rimax,t
− EArm-EXP3(A`max )
[∑
t∈Ts
rit,t
])
.
(16)
It sufficies to upper bound each term in the summation, that
is, the weak regret of conducting the arm-level EXP3 algo-
rithm on group A`max during each epoch Ts. A sublinear
regret order in the epoch length |TS | has been shown in
(Bubeck et al., 2012).
Lemma 2 (Theorem 3.1 in (Bubeck et al., 2012)). By
choosing γ2 =
√
2 ln |A`|
|Ts||A`| , the arm-level EXP3 algorithm
conducted on arm group A` during epoch Ts guaran-
tees that, for every assignment of the reward sequence
((r1,t, ..., rK,t))
T
t=1,
max
i∈A`
∑
t∈Ts
ri,t − EArm-EXP3(A`)
[∑
t∈Ts
rit,t
]
≤
√
2∆N lnN,
(17)
where it is the arm selected by the arm-level EXP3 algo-
rithm at time t.
Theorem 1 is then proved by applying Lemma 1 and
Lemma 2 to the two parts in the regret decomposition re-
spectively.
Proof of Theorem 1. Combining (14) with Lemma 1, and
(16) with Lemma 2, we can derive that
R1(T ) ≤ 2∆
√
SL lnL = 2
√
T∆L lnL,
R2(T ) ≤ S
√
2∆N lnN =
√
2
T 2
∆
N lnN.
(18)
Choosing ∆ =
√
TN lnN
L lnL , we upper bound Rw(T ) by:
Rw(T ) ≤ CwT 34K 14 (lnK) 12 . (19)
It should be noted that although the proposed learning pol-
icy requires the knowledge of the total time length T for
choosing input parameters to achieve no-regret learning, the
issue of unknown T can be easily addressed by the doubling
technique as used in the classic adversarial bandit problem
(Auer et al., 2002b). Specifically, we partition the time hori-
zon into phases with length Tr = 2r, r = 0, 1, ..., and run
the HLMC policy as a subroutine in every phase. The input
parameters are appropriately chosen by setting T = Tr. It
is not difficult to show that the same regret order still holds.
4.2. Shifting Regret Minimization
In this subsection, we discuss applying EXP3.S, a variant of
the EXP3 algorithm, at the group level of HLMC to achieve
no-regret learning under the notion of shifting regret.
The EXP3.S algorithm differs from EXP3 in two aspects.
First, the probability distribution of selecting arms is a mix-
ture of the normalized weights and a uniform distribution,
which guarantees sufficient exploration of arms that have
low rewards at early stages but may offer high rewards later.
Second, a fixed share is added to the update process of arm
weights, i.e., g`,s+1 = g`,s exp(γyˆ`,s) + αGs. One step
forward gives that g`,s+2 = g`,s exp(γ(yˆ`,s + yˆ`,s+1)) +
αGs exp(γyˆ`,s+1). It is not difficult to see that yˆ`,s+1 has
a greater impact than yˆ`,s on the arm weight, which im-
plies that arm selection relies more on recent rewards. The
detailed EXP3.S algorithm is summarized in Algorithm 3.
At the arm-level, we still adopt the EXP3 algorithm for arm
selection. It should be noted that the arm-level strategy in the
HLMC policy is restarted at the beginning of every epoch,
which guarantees quick elimination of the past experience.
Therefore, the hierarchical structure automatically adapts to
the variation of the benchmark sequence. In the following
theorem, we provide an upper bound on the shifting regret
of the HLMC policy when EXP3.S and EXP3 are applied at
the group and arm levels respectively.
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Algorithm 3 EXP3.S (Auer et al., 2002b)
Input: A the arm set, γ ∈ (0, 1), and α > 0.
Initialize wi,1 = 1,∀i ∈ A.
for t = 1, 2, ..., T do
Let
pi(t) = (1− γ) wi,t∑
j∈A wj,t
+
γ
|A| , ∀i ∈ A.
Draw arm it according to the probabilities (pi,t)i∈A.
Receive reward rit,t.
Let rˆi,t =
ri,t
pi,t
I(it = i) and update
wi,t+1 = wi(t) exp
(
γrˆi,t
|A|
)
+
eα
|A|
∑
i∈A
wi,t.
end for
Theorem 2. For any T,K,M , and V , assume that M ≥
2
√
K and T ≥ V K. If the input parameter ∆ =√
TN lnN
V L ln(SL) (whereN,L is defined in the algorithm), adopt-
ing EXP3.S at the group level with γ1 =
√
V L ln (LS)
S and
α = 1/S, and EXP3 at the arm level with γ2 =
√
2 lnN
N∆
guarantees that, for every assignment of the reward se-
quence, the shifting regret of HLMC with a hardness con-
straint V on the benchmark action sequence is upper
bounded by:
Rs(T, V ) ≤ CsT 34V 14K 14 (ln (KT )) 12 , (20)
where Cs is a constant independent of T,K,M and V .
Corollary 1. If V = o(T ) as T → ∞, the HLMC al-
gorithm achieves no-regret learning under the notion of
shifting regret with hardness constraint V .
To upper bound the shifting regret of the HLMC algorithm
against an arbitrary benchmark action sequence aT with a
hardness constraint V , the key technique is to construct an
alternative benchmark sequence bT such that: (i) H(bT ) ≤
V , (ii) the cumulative reward achieved by bT is close to
that achieved by aT , and (iii) the action specified by bT is
invariant within each epoch. Then it suffices to show that the
shifting regret of HLMC against the alternative benchmark
sequence bT is sublinear in T as T →∞.
We follow the same proof structure with that used for analyz-
ing weak regret in Sec. 4.1. First note that the constructed
sequence bT is fixed within each epoch. Therefore, the arm-
level regret analysis in Lemma 2 directly carries over. At
the group-level, the reduction to a new adversarial bandit
problem with noisy observations is still legitimate since the
group selected within each epoch is fixed. Based on the
reduction, we obtain the following result on applying the
EXP3.S algorithm at the group level.
Lemma 3. By choosing γ1 =
√
LV ln(LS)
S and α = 1/S,
the group-level EXP3.S algorithm guarantees that, for every
assignment of the reward sequence ((r1,t, ..., rK,t))Tt=1 and
every benchmark sequence of arm groups hS = (h1, ..., hS)
where H(hS) ≤ V ,
S∑
s=1
xhs,s−EGroup-EXP3.S
[
S∑
s=1
x`s,s
]
≤ 2
√
V LS ln(LS),
(21)
where `s is the arm group selected at epoch s.
Proof. See appendix.
The upper bound in Theorem 2 on the shifting regret of
the HLMC algorithm against any benchmark action se-
quence with hardness constraints V is obtained by com-
bining Lemma 2 in Sec. 4.1 and Lemma 3 together.
Proof of Theorem 2. For an arbitrary benchmark action se-
quence aT such that H(aT ) ≤ V , we first construct an
alternative benchmark sequence bT as follows: suppose the
time horizon is partitioned into V segments:
[T1, T2), [T2, T3), ..., [TV , TV+1), (22)
where T1 = 1, TV+1 = T + 1, and at is fixed for all
t ∈ [Tv, Tv+1) (let jv denote that arm and hv denote the
group it belongs to). Suppose Tv belongs to epoch sv. The
alternative benchmark sequence bT is defined as
bt = jv, if s(t) ∈ [sv, sv+1), (23)
where s(t) is the epoch to which time t belongs.
One can check that the action specified by bT is fixed within
each epoch and H(bT ) ≤ V . Moreover, bT differs from
aT only in the epochs when a change happens in aT , i.e.,
{sv}Vv=1. Therefore,
T∑
t=1
rat,t −
T∑
t=1
rbt,t ≤ V∆. (24)
We decompose the shifting regret against aT as follows:
RaT (T ) =
(
T∑
t=1
rat,t −
T∑
t=1
rbt,t
)
+
(
T∑
t=1
rbt,t −
V∑
v=1
sv+1−1∑
s=sv
|Ts|xhv,s
)
+
(
V∑
v=1
sv+1−1∑
s=sv
|Ts|xhv,s − EHLMC
[
T∑
t=1
rit,t
])
= R1(T ) +R2(T ) +R3(T ).
(25)
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Note that R1(T ) ≤ V∆. For R2(T ), we have
R2(T ) =
V∑
v=1
sv+1−1∑
s=sv
∑
t∈Ts
rbt,t −
V∑
v=1
sv+1−1∑
s=sv
|Ts|xhv,s
≤ S
√
2∆N lnN,
(26)
where the last inequality uses Lemma 2.
For R3(T ), we can show that
R3(T ) =
V∑
v=1
sv+1−1∑
s=sv
|Ts|xhv,s − EGroup-EXP3.S
[
S∑
s=1
∆x`s,s
]
≤ 2∆
√
V LS ln(LS),
(27)
where the last inequality uses Lemma 3.
Combining the above inequalities together and choosing
∆ =
√
TN lnN
V L ln(LS) , we can derive that
RaT (T ) ≤ CsT
3
4V
1
4K
1
4 (ln(KT ))
1
2 +
√
TV K lnK.
(28)
Notice that if T ≥ V K, the first term on the RHS of (28)
dominates. Since aT is chosen arbitrarily with hardness
constraint V , we obtain the conclusion in Theorem 2.
5. Numerical Examples
In this section, we provide a numerical example to illus-
trate the advantages of the proposed HLMC policy against
existing ones. Given that this is the first work on memory-
constrained adversarial bandits, we compare the regret per-
formance of HLMC with two benchmarks: UCB-M (pro-
posed in (Chaudhuri & Kalyanakrishnan, 2019) for memory
constrained stochastic bandits) and EXP3 (for adversarial
bandits without memory constraints).
We consider the following experiment setup: let K = 100,
M = 20, and T = 107. Noticing that UCB-M is a deter-
ministic policy (although with a random shuffle on the arm
indices before playing arms), we can easily construct a re-
ward sequence such that UCB-M incurs a regret linear in T .
Specifically, we partition the time horizon into phases with
length 2ih0b0 (i = 1, 2, ...) and each phase evenly into h0
sub-phases with length 2ib0. We select h0 = dK−1M−1e and
b0 = M(M + 2) in accordance with the UCB-M policy.
For each phase, we assign arm rewards as follows: during
each subphase u = 1, 2, ..., h0, we let arm 1 offer (u mod 2)
reward and the other arms offer  = 1× 10−3 rewards. It is
not difficult to check that after every time arm 1 is selected
by UCB-M and offers reward 1, it will offer 0 reward in the
next subphase and will be excluded from the arm memory.
As a result, the UCB-M policy suffers a linear regret order
in T . For HLMC, we adopt EXP3 at both group and arm
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Figure 2. Weak regret v.s. Time
levels. The experiment is repeated for 10 times and the
simulation results on weak regret are presented in Fig. 2.
From Fig. 2, we can observe that the proposed HLMC pol-
icy outperforms the UCB-M policy under the constructed
adversarial environment. The error bar indicates that the
proposed learning policy is robust with low variance. Note
that although the EXP3 algorithm achieves the best perfor-
mance, it requires Ω(K) memory size, which is infeasible
in the memory-constrained setting. We also plot the the-
oretical upper bounds on the regret of HLMC and EXP3
(i.e., T
3
4K
1
4 (lnK)
1
2 and
√
TK lnK where the constant fac-
tors are omitted). The comparison between the theoretical
and the simulated results verifies our theoretical analysis.
6. Conclusions and Discussions
In this paper, we studied the problem of adversarial multi-
armed bandits with memory constraints. We proposed a
hierarchical learning architecture that uses a memory space
sublinear in the number of arms to achieve no-regret learn-
ing. We showed that by adopting different learning algo-
rithms as subroutines, the HLMC policy achieves no-regret
learning under two regret notions defined against a fixed
action and an action sequence with a hardness constraint.
Numerical experiments were conducted to verify the advan-
tage of the proposed learning policy.
Several questions remain open in this problem. It is unclear
whether a bounded number of word memory sufficient for
no-regret learning in the adversarial setting as K → ∞.
More importantly, a concrete understanding on the relation
between the size of memory required by a policy and the
regret order a policy can achieve is worth study. A learning
policy that is Pareto optimal in terms of both memory com-
plexity and learning efficiency is needed. Another potential
research direction is to find the best of both worlds, that is, a
learning policy that achieves the optimal regret order in both
stochastic and adversarial settings with memory constraints.
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Appendices
A. Proof of Lemma 1
Let q`,s =
∏s
σ=1 exp(γ1yˆ`,σ) denote the weight of group ` at epoch s where
yˆ`,s =
y`,s
q`,s
I(`s = `),
q`,s =
g`,s∑L
`=1 g`,s
.
(29)
Let Gs =
∑L
`=1 g`,s. We have
Gs+1
Gs
=
L∑
`=1
g`,se
γ1yˆ`,s
Gs
=
L∑
`=1
q`,se
γ1yˆ`,s
≤
L∑
`=1
q`,s
(
1 + γ1yˆ`,s + γ
2
1 yˆ
2
`,s
)
≤ 1 + γ1
L∑
`=1
q`,syˆ`,s + γ
2
1
L∑
`=1
q`,syˆ
2
`,s.
(30)
Notice that
L∑
`=1
q`,syˆ`,s = y`s,s,
L∑
`=1
q`,syˆ
2
`,s = q`s,s
y`s,s
q`s,s
≤ yˆ`s,s =
L∑
`=1
yˆ`,s.
(31)
Taking logarithms on both sides of (30) and summing over s gives
ln
GS+1
G1
≤ γ1
S∑
s=1
y`s,s + γ
2
1
S∑
s=1
L∑
`=1
yˆ`,s. (32)
Meanwhile, for every `,
ln
GS+1
G1
≥ ln g`,S+1
G1
= ln
g`,1e
γ1
∑S
s=1 yˆ`,s
G1
= γ1
S∑
s=1
yˆ`,s − lnL.
(33)
Therefore, we have
S∑
s=1
y`s,s ≥
S∑
s=1
yˆ`,s − lnL
γ1
− γ1
S∑
s=1
L∑
`=1
yˆ`,s. (34)
We take expectation on both sides of (34) over the randomness of y`,s for all ` and s (more specifically, the randomness
of the arm-level EXP3 algorithm run on the `-the group within the r-th epoch), conditioned on the sequence of selected
arm groups (`1, ..., `s) and past observations {y`σ,σ}sσ=1. Note that for every fixed sequence of reward assignment, y`,s is
independent across ` and s. Moreover, y`,s is independent of the past history of group selection, i.e., (`1, ..., `s). Therefore,
we can obtain
S∑
s=1
x`s,s ≥
S∑
s=1
x`,s
q`,s
I{`s = `} − lnL
γ1
− γ1
S∑
s=1
L∑
`=1
x`,s
q`,s
I{`s = `}. (35)
We further take expectation over the randomness of (`1, ..., `S) selected by the group-level EXP3 algorithm. Notice that
E`s
[
x`,s
q`,s
I{`s = `}
]
=
x`,s
q`,s
q`,s + 0 · (1− q`,s) = x`,s. (36)
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Therefore, we have
EGroup-EXP3
[
S∑
s=1
x`s,s
]
≥
S∑
s=1
x`,s − lnL
γ1
− γ1LS. (37)
Since ` is chosen arbitrarily, by choosing γ1 =
√
lnL
LS , we can conclude that
max
1≤`≤L
S∑
s=1
x`,s − EGroup-EXP3
[
S∑
s=1
x`s,s
]
≤ 2
√
SL lnL. (38)
B. Proof of Lemma 3
Let g`,s and q`,s denote the weight and the selection probability of group ` at epoch s. Let Gs =
∑L
`=1 g`,s. For every
hS = (h1, ..., hS) such that H(hS) ≤ V , consider the V -partition of the time horizon [1, S]:
[S1, ..., S2), [S2, ..., S3), ..., [SV , ...SV+1), (39)
where S1 = 1 and SV+1 = S + 1, such that hs is fixed for s ∈ [Sv, Sv+1),∀v = 1, ..., V . For each segment [Sv, Sv+1):
Gs+1
Gs
=
L∑
`=1
g`,s+1
Gs
=
L∑
`=1
g`,se
γ1yˆ`,s/L + eαGsL
Gs
=
L∑
`=1
q`,s − γ1L
1− γ1 e
γ1yˆ`,s/L + eα
≤
L∑
`=1
q`,s − γ1L
1− γ1
(
1 +
γ1
L
yˆ`,s +
(γ1
L
)2
yˆ2`,s
)
+ eα
≤ 1 + γ1/L
1− γ1
L∑
`=1
q`,syˆ`,s +
(γ1/L)
2
1− γ1
L∑
`=1
q`,syˆ
2
`,s + eα.
(40)
We can further derive that
ln
Gs+1
Gs
≤ γ1/L
1− γ1
L∑
`=1
q`,syˆ`,s +
(γ1/L)
2
1− γ1
L∑
`=1
q`,syˆ
2
`,s + eα
≤ γ1/L
1− γ1 y`s,s +
(γ1/L)
2
1− γ1
L∑
`=1
yˆ`,s + eα.
(41)
Summing over s = Sv, ..., Sv+1 − 1, we have
ln
GSv+1
GSv
≤ γ1/L
1− γ1
Sv+1−1∑
s=Sv
y`s,s +
(γ1/L)
2
1− γ1
Sv+1−1∑
s=Sv
L∑
`=1
yˆ`,s + eα(Sv+1 − Sv). (42)
By abuse of notation, we let hv be the action in this segment and then
ghv,Sv+1 ≥ ghv,Sv+1 exp
γ1
L
Sv+1−1∑
s=Sv+1
yˆhv,s

≥ eα
L
GSv exp
γ1
L
Sv+1−1∑
s=Sv+1
yˆhv,s

≥ α
L
GSv exp
γ1
L
Sv+1−1∑
s=Sv
yˆhv,s
 ,
(43)
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where the last inequality holds since
yˆhv,s ≤ 1/qhv,s ≤ L/γ1,∀s. (44)
Therefore, we have
ln
GSv+1
GSv
≥ ln
(α
L
)
+
γ1
L
Sv+1−1∑
s=Sv
yˆhv,s, (45)
and as a consequence,
Sv+1−1∑
s=Sv
y`s,s ≥(1− γ1)
Sv+1−1∑
s=Sv
yˆhv,s −
L ln(L/α)
γ1
− γ1
L
Sv+1−1∑
s=Sv
L∑
`=1
yˆ`,s − eαL(Sv+1 − Sv)
γ1
. (46)
We sum over all segments v and take expectation on the both side of the inequality, using a similar argument as that used in
the proof of Lemma 2, we can obtain that
S∑
s=1
xhs,s − EGroup-EXP3.S
[
S∑
s=1
x`s,s
]
≤γ1S + LV ln(LS)
γ1
+ γ1S +
eL
γ1
(47)
if we choose α = 1/S. We further choose γ1 =
√
LV ln(LS)
S to obtain the conclusion of Lemma 3.
